
 
 

 

 

6108 Arlington Rd Jacksonville Fl. 32211 

(904) 7433-2327 

 

INFORMATION AND INFORMED CONSENT  

Services Provided: Manther’s Place is a private practice, which provides mental health counseling services. 

Manther’s Place Counseling is located at 6108 Arlington Rd Jacksonville Fl. 32211.We can be reached at 904-743-

2327. We provide a variety of psychological services, including but not limited to individual, couples, and group 

counseling, as well as psychosocial assessments and evaluations. We use an eclectic style of counseling that 

including but not limited to Cognitive Behavioral, Rational Emotive Behavioral, Solution Focused, Existential, and 

others. I specialize in Addictions (Alcohol, Drug, and Sexual), Anger, & Trauma.  

Records and Diagnosis: We are required by law to maintain records. These records include a brief synopsis of the 

conversation along with any observations or plans for the next time we meet. These records will not be released 

without your written consent except in situations described under Confidentiality or HIPPA. Also, if you are going to 

file for insurance reimbursement, we will need to assign a diagnosis.  

Time of Sessions: Individual counseling sessions are available in 60 minute time frames. Couples counseling 

sessions are scheduled for 60 minutes. Diagnostic Interview and Evaluations are scheduled for 60 minutes. Phone 

counseling is offered in 30-minute blocks of time with a credit card on file.  

Fees and Payment: Individual session fees are 50 minutes 10 minutes for notes and record updates, 

Couples/Family session are the same. Diagnostic Interview and Evaluation/Paperwork is $100. Initial phone 

consultations prior to first visit are free. Phone consultations are scheduled in 30-minute blocks of time for $30. 

Special letter requests are $40 plus postage if needed. Records request copies are pages 1-25 at 50 cent per page, 

pages 26-unknown at 25 cents per page, including postage if needed. Treatment Summaries and/or Discharge 

Summaries will be provided for $50.  As counselor, I do not encourage you to subpoena me for court due to my 

inability to protect all of the confidential information from our sessions. If you do choose to release information 

through consent to an attorney and my services are needed in court, A deposit if $2,000.00 which will cover the 

following fees:  $300 per hour to include preparation, travel time and wait time. Remaining balance over the                

$ 2,000.00 will be charged after I am released to leave from court.  Payment is required at the time services are 

rendered and made by cash, Visa, MasterCard, or Discover.  

Managed Care: At this time we do not accept insurance or Medicaid.   If you choose to file for your insurance for 

service we will be happy to provide you with a bill for filings as an out of network provider. Please refer to HIPPA and 

Privacy Notice about coordination of care between provider and insurance company.  

Electronic Transmission: Confidentiality cannot be insured when communicating through electronic media. Be 

advised that email sent via work place is legally accessible by an employer. The following information should not be 

transmitted via email: HIV status, pending legal claims, emergency inquiries, medication information and any other 

sensitive information. Email communication is not to be used for emergency information. Please understand that 

email communication may escalate into a more serious matter necessitating telephone contact or face-to-face 

appointment. We will be the only one at Manther’s Place who has access to your email information. We will respond 



 
 

 

to all emails that are appropriate within 48 hours. All information transmitted through email will be printed and will 

become a part of your record, which is securely maintained at Manther’s Place office. Legal and ethical guidelines 

insist that all pertinent information be included in your chart-therefore, you may not ask that certain records be 

deleted. If you do not want certain information in your record, please ensure that such information is not included in 

email communication. You should know that we will not use email to send group mailings, nor will we provide your 

address to anyone else, unless you specifically request this in writing. Manther’s Place does have a Face book and 

LinkedIn page. We will not contact you through these pages, if you do post any information on these pages please be 

aware that we will not knowledge or post reply to you due to the need to ensure confidentiality of our therapeutic 

relationship.  

Cancellations: Scheduled appointments must be cancelled or rescheduled 24 hours prior to the scheduled 

appointment. If you do not give 24 hour notice of appointment cancelation that hour could have been used for 

another client and you will be charged for the hour. 

 Emergency Situations: If you are having any thoughts of harming yourself or anyone else you will need to 

immediately dial 911 or go immediately to the nearest Emergency Room. For any after hour issues that may arise 

please contact us at 904-513-2452 

Coordination of Treatment: It is important to coordinate treatment between other health care providers you may be 

utilizing. You understand that communication between behavioral health providers and your primary care physician is 

important to help ensure that you receive comprehensive and quality health care. Therefore, you understand that if 

necessary, your primary care physician listed may be contacted in order to maintain continuity of care with you by 

signing a release to obtain information and coordinate care.  

Confidentiality: Confidentiality is a legal protection and assurance of your right to privacy within the limits of Florida 

state statues.  It is your right that all communication with us be completely private with few exceptions:  

 -We consider you a danger to yourself or to others  

 -A court subpoenas signed by a judge for your records (We must cooperate.)  

 -You are a minor, elderly or disabled and we believe that you are a victim of abuse we must inform CPS.  

 -You have perpetrated abuse against a minor, elderly, or disabled person.  

 -You sign a release of information. If you are in couples counseling, both clients will have to sign release of 

information.  

 -Information released as outlined in the HIPPA Notice of Privacy Practice.  

 -You file a suit against me.  

 -You are under the age of 18 and your parent or legal guardian requests information that we consider necessary for 

them to support your treatment, we will ask your permission to discuss such issues with them.  


